
Item 8 

North York Moors National Park 
 

Awareness, Recreation and Business Forum 
 

The Forum convened on 5 October with the specific remit to consider the issues regarding 
the reduction of conflict between user groups on public right of way. It was bridleways in 
particular which were the focus of attention, where the pubic have a right to walk, horse-ride 
and pedal cycle. 
 
Election of Chair 
 
Sarah Oswald was elected as Chair 
 
Attendees: 
 
Sarah Oswald (NPA Member and ARB Chair), Les Atkinson (NPA Member and Scarborough 
Ramblers), Ena Dent (NPA Member), Michael Dick (NPA Member), Bryn Griffiths (NPA 
Member and U3A Walk Leader), Richard Gunton (Director of Park Services, NPA), Karl 
Gerhardsen (Head of Recreation & Park Services, NPA), Adrian Carter (Pace Cycles; 
Mountain Bike Component Specialist, Sales, Servicing and Hire), Catriona Cook (British 
Horse Society and LAF Chair), Ian Langford (Forestry Commission), Katie Morgan (Ryedale 
Bridleway Group & Endurance Ride Organiser), Terry Ratcliffe (Cyclists Touring Club & 
retired Highway Engineer), Jeremy Sainter (Singletraction & Specialist Mountain Bike Trail 
Builder), Bill Tait (Ryedale Bridleway Group and Bridleway Trail Guide), Steve Willis (North 
Yorkshire Mountain Bike Orienteering Event Organiser). 
 
Topics: 
 
1. Design and Development of Routes 
2. Promotion of Routes 
3. Codes of Conduct for Users 
4. Signage of Multi-User Routes 
 
Format 
 
After a brief introduction, attendees were divided into three discussion groups according to 
their primary interest; then each group discussed each of the four topics, noting key points 
as they went. These key points were then presented to the meeting, forming the basis for a 
useful discussion, particularly between cycling and horse-riding interests. The key points are 
summarised below: 
 
1. Design & Development of Routes 
 
Walkers 
 
Wide range of users – with differing needs eg push chairs, dog walkers, wilderness seekers, 
so a hierarchy of routes required from access for all through to wilderness with easier routes 
closer to hubs. Diversions could improve routes eg for Health & Safety. Removal of 
obstacles – stiles/steps is important. 
 
Horse-Riders 
 
Primary issue is safety of the horse (and rider): Surface must be appropriate, width and 
headroom adequate; no surprises (eg road crossings, other fast users); gates, bridges and 
other furniture all accessible; passing places. Route durability is important. Links between 
existing routes avoiding roads are important, especially where traffic pressure excludes 
horses. 
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Cyclists 
 
Hierarchy of routes needed as many different types of cyclist. Want circular routes, free 
flowing, unobstructed with features of more interest to cyclists. Can split part of route to 
accommodate different riders’ skills/desires. Need to design for safety; ramps have a role 
and surface quality is very important – needs to be appropriate to user type. Certain types of 
cycling require dedicated trails for sole user eg Dalby Forest. Multi-user trails need to be 
wide with good sight lines. Furniture if needed must be appropriate to user type. 
 
2. Promotion of Routes  
 
Walkers 
 
Need easy access to information regarding a variety of route types. Suggest links from NPA 
website to user groups websites and make info available at partner outlets eg TICs, 
Libraries. Like on-line routes, would like to know how to avoid large scale recreation events. 
 
Horse-Riders 
 
Need to manage riders expectations – be clear about what the route is, type(s) of terrain and 
who may be met en route. Want easily accessible, clear information (web and paper) re 
suitable routes. Linked services eg stabling and B&B need promotion too. User groups need 
to be consulted by NPA on proposals and need to consult NPA re their own events. Online 
event diary would be useful. Could work with mountain bike event organisers for a joint event 
eg sharing a course: horses am and bikes pm to build links and share resources 
 
Cyclists 
 
Must only promote routes which are appropriate to cyclist type. Be clear about what to 
expect – manage expectations. Advance information (web and paper) needed to allow 
planning your visit. NPA/businesses/user group co-ordination needed. Could undertake joint 
events with others. 
 
3. Codes of Conduct for Users 
 
Walkers 
 
Question how to reach all users – social media, user groups, not usual suspects, at honey-
pots. Dog walkers are key target for education. Tell cyclists to use a bell. Scottish Access 
Code is good – overarching messages for all and detailed messages for each user type. 
Need better understanding: bridleway vs path; other users requirements; event behaviour; 
does farmer want gate open or closed? – leave as found. 
 
Horse-Riders 
 
BHS booklet. BHS and British Cycling working together http://www.bhs.org.uk/safety-and-
accidents/free-leaflets. C of C must cover likely interaction with other users. Issue how to 
reach users–get all event participants to read C of C . Politeness is very important. Walkers 
don’t ride! Cyclists shout Good Morning. Don’t downplay common sense. Conflict at crossing 
points solved by C of C or signage? 
 
Cyclists 
 
How to reach all users? – Social media, user groups, NPA website, signs up at Honey-pot 
sites. 
  

http://www.bhs.org.uk/safety-and-accidents/free-leaflets
http://www.bhs.org.uk/safety-and-accidents/free-leaflets
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4. Signage of Multi-User Routes  
 
Walkers 
 
Needed at all points of possible confusion/conflict eg farmyards. Be clear about status, use 
understandable language without jargon; use pictures. Use positive messages and keep 
signage up-to-date. Avoid misleading notices eg lambing/nesting/fire/bulls. Use distance or 
time? 
 
Horse-Riders 
 
Height of signs is important. Remote moorland locations need adequate signage especially 
near private tracks, though mown heather can also define the route. 
 
Cyclists 
 
Challenges on route signed at start of trail. Need signage to warn of hazards and technically 
difficult features. Use positive messages, keep them clear and simple and use size 
appropriate to riders’ speed. 
 
Summary of Key issues for Shared Use Routes 
 
The big message is RESPECT. Signage is very important for managing expectations and 
pictograms work well. Cyclists and walkers don’t understand the horse’s natural reaction to 
perceived danger – fight or flight. Prior consultation on new route promotion would be 
appreciated. Shared routes need good sight lines and to have an appropriate surface which 
is wide enough. Route segregation for different users has a role especially at pinch points, 
but can also provide welcome options for easy or technical cycling. Events can cause 
conflicts, but a suggested joint mountain-bike/horse riding orienteering event could increase 
understanding of others’ issues. 
 
The meeting closed with a short, punchy video aimed at reducing cycle/horse conflict in the 
Welsh Forests https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AeuERJQH714 
 
Notes taken:  
Karl Gerhardsen (Head of Recreation & Park Services) 
18 November 2015 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AeuERJQH714

